
ELVEA IS A PIONEER:
 100% NATURAL AND 100% TRANSPARENT

WITH NUTRI-SCORE AND FREEFROM.IDCARD

Elvea in 2019 = 100% natural + 100% transparent 

ELVEA, the Italian tomato brand from Angri (Salerno), is proud of its pure, 

natural tomato products. And everyone should know! That’s why as of 1 

January 2019, every ELVEA package will contain more information, in a 

100% transparent manner. In addition to the nutri-score, a label called 

FreeFrom.IDcard will show the natural origin of the ingredients.  Because 

for ELVEA healthy and tasty go hand in hand.  

100% transparency on
packages

ELVEA is a pure, healthy and authentic brand 

commi�ed to communicating that 100% natural 

message also 100% transparent to the consumer. 

Because today's consumers - who are consciously 

looking for healthy and genuine food - are 

increasingly reading labels and packaging to know 

what is really in a product. 
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100% NATURAL
no preservatives

no artificial additives

no colorants
gluten free & vegan

GMO free
no added sugar

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓



100% Naturale since 1885
The complete ELVEA range - produced in Northern 

Italy (region around Parma) and Southern Italy 

(region around Salerno) - has been '100% Naturale' 

since its foundation in 1885. 

Italy’s radiant sun and rich soil give the tomatoes an 

unparalleled taste. Because they are processed within 

24 hours after harvesting, they retain all vitamins, 

minerals and taste. Thanks to pasteurization on the 

lines, preservatives are not necessary. 

All ELVEA products are thus completely free of 

preservatives, artificial additives, colourings and 

GMOs (genetically modified ingredients). Moreover, 

the complete range is gluten- and lactose-free as well 

as vegan-friendly.

100%
NATURALE

Nutri-score:
a tool for a healthy diet

Health-conscious consumers often feel that it is not easy to find the right products in the supermarket. The 

nutri-score is there to help them. With the scoring system, which was introduced in France in 2016 and came 

into force as a guideline in Belgium in August 2018, consumers can choose healthy products at a glance. 

The score of a product is displayed using five le�ers and corresponding colours from A (best score; green 

colour) to E (worst score; red colour). 

44 of the 45 products from the rich ELVEA range have a nutri-score A (= suitable for daily use in a balanced 

and healthy diet), except the Pomo e Legumi (score C).
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ABOUT ELVEA

The wonderful story of ELVEA began when the Italian brothers Luigi and Francesco Vitelli emigrated and 

- due to a lack of Italian culinary products - started importing tomatoes from southern Italy. Once back 

in Italy, Luigi Vitelli built a tomato factory, first near Portici and later in Angri, where the ELVEA head 

office is still located today. So ELVEA remains an Italian celebration! For more information: 

www.elvea1885.com 
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For press and image material

Yapado - Sarah Van Oostende – sarah@yapado.com - 0476 49 37 48

For sales information  

Charlier-Brabo Group - Christophe Janssens – cjanssens@cbg.be - 0495 50 48 93


